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Chapter 1 

October 11, 2019 

Sheldan Nidle, in his Galactic Federation of Light: Updates Archive 
1997-2007, published a most absorbing catalogue of our star family's 
spaceships and their deployment, etc., etc. 

The GFOL is the only star fleet I've seen described in such a detailed 
manner. I'm going to excerpt from the archive and post his 
discussions of the ships and their deployment in an eight-part series. 

I think I'm safe in saying that you won't find this kind of information 
in any other place than Sheldan's archive. We look forward to his 
complete recovery.  

The plans may have changed over time but this is a view of the 
contemporary intergalactic scene around 2000 to 2008 - above  
Planet Earth. 

All quotes are from Sheldan Nidle, Galactic Federation of Light: 
Updates Archive 1997-2007, at http://www.thenewearth.org/
GalacticFederationArchive.html. 

Planet-Sized Craft 

Every Fleet maintains a number of Science Teams that constantly 
survey the Star and, if applicable, the Solar System they are assigned 
to investigate. In your case, several of our large planet-sized craft 
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are surveying the existing condition of your Solar System. (Spiritual 
Hierarchy and Galactic Federation, “Update,” May 7, 2002, through 
Sheldan Nidle, Galactic Federation of Light: Updates Archive 
1997-2007, at http://www.thenewearth.org/
GalacticFederationArchive.html.) 

Soon our ships will have completed their complex maneuvers and 
eight large planetoid-sized ships will be ready to carry out our 
promises. (Dec. 9, 2000.) 

Motherships 

At present, our First Contact Team is moving some 130 large Mother-
craft into areas that your many major governments can more easily 
monitor. We are doing this to more firmly establish our role as the 
final persuasive hammer for the decrees of the Spiritual Hierarchy. 
Presently, your worldly Cabals have blatantly shirked the 
implementation of certain positive elements in their 'end game' 
agreements. We can state that we are working to adjust these 
things. … 

Much smaller Fleets of our Motherships are carefully assessing each 
Planet in your Solar System. … 

The actual First Contact Fleet has a three-part command structure, 
which presently is being used to assist our Galactic Federation 
Medical Teams. At the top are the various interstellar Motherships, 
each containing several smaller atmospheric Motherships. These 
[atmospheric] Motherships are employed as Sector Command Posts 
and each launches several Scout Ships. 

These, in turn, can quickly teleport their personnel to wherever they 
are needed, or land, if necessary. All members of this small fleet of 
3 to 50 Scout Ships are closely monitored by the atmospheric 
Motherships. If need be, any Scout Ship can be transferred, instantly, 
to another Sector. The Fleet is organic and operates, much like a 
neural network, according to the principles of fluid group dynamics. 
(May 7, 2002.) 
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Most of our Inner Fleet is made up of these older Motherships. When 
you enter them, you immediately feel their great Love and deep 
caring for you. Unlike the newer models, these Motherships were 
constructed to remain in a specific configuration. This consists of 
either a large cigar-shaped pod, which can be many hundreds or 
even thousands of miles long, or alternatively, a series of huge, 
interconnecting, lozenge-shaped units. 

These two designs easily accommodated the primary mission 
requirements. In general, the Ships with the single hull were used 
for diplomatic, liaison, and defense operations, and those with the 
multi-hull design, for a variety of scientific responsibilities. It is to 
the latter that most of the newer Scout Ships are assigned. 

And as these Scout Ships are larger and more complex, these older 
Motherships were fitted with enlarged access portals, modernized 
landing docks, and updated service stations. These renovated docks 
have the ability to allow the Scientific Scout Ships to reconfigure, or 
shape-shift, according to the needs of each specific mission. 

Upon entering these older Motherships, you will first notice the 
different lighting and floor technology. The hallways are illuminated 
using a special photochemical process which produces a soft, full-
spectrum light that reproduces the light of the Sun without the 
harshness that your light is noted for. This lighting is adjustable and 
is regulated according to individual desires by the Ship's artificial 
intelligence computers. 

The flooring embodies pressure-sensing material that reacts to the 
way you walk, giving you the impression at first that you are literally 
"walking on air." Both these technologies have been updated, and 
these newer versions, now combined with personalized holographic 
technology, can reproduce those aspects of your Home World that 
give you the greatest pleasure. Thus, you are always in an 
environment designed to support you in every way to enable you to 
attain your highest level of creative potential. 

The various Lounges, Crew Quarters, and Workspaces are likewise 
designed for optimum relaxation and functioning. The main purpose 
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of a Fleet Mothership is to aid her Crew in carrying out its delegated 
mission. All workspaces are integrated with a telepathically 
interlinked computer network and a variety of Android Assistants. 
Each Android is at the service of any fellow workers. These Assistants 
help in repairing and maintaining needed equipment and in 
interpreting the data collected during the day's many scientific 
expeditions. (Feb. 21, 2006.) 

(Continued in Part 2, tomorrow.) 
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Chapter 2 

October 12, 2019  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Motherships (Continued) 

Each Crewmember is a highly trained individual. Since early 
childhood, each one has known their area of expertise and has 
developed it exquisitely. The Ship's Androids support this expertise 
by helping to speed up the completion of any given task. The 
resulting cooperative interaction leads to swift problem solving. 
Some areas on these Motherships are set aside for the use of 
advanced holographic technology that can realistically reproduce 
entire, specific environments in which you can become an active 
participant in a drama of your choice. These include literary and 
historic dramas, dearly loved tales, episodes from your own life, or 
even plays of your own creation. This entertainment is a vital and 
integral part of your life, to be engaged in separately or with 
friends, family, or crewmembers. 

Most Galactic Humans find the movies, plays, and novels on your 
World to be very quaint. The amount of violence and struggle found 
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in them is seen as a reflection of the primitive and limiting nature of 
your global societies. 

One of the purposes of this First Contact Mission is to ameliorate 
these conditions so that you can incorporate into your culture the 
proliferation and greatly expanded vision that will result from first 
contact. 

The residential quarters on these Motherships are geared to reflect 
your individual personality and taste. Food, clothing, and furniture 
are provided, almost instantaneously, by an energy processor; hence, 
no food preparation and no dirty dishes to wash up! 

Even the décor and furniture can be changed on a whim. At a 
moment's notice, this living space can be converted from a 
workplace to a living/relaxation room or a bedroom. 

Indeed, the possibilities for this residence are as endless as your 
imagination. As with the rest of the Ship, the floors and lighting are 
personalized to your own requirements. A common indulgence for 
Crewmembers is to re-create their Home World Residence even down 
to the view out of their windows! 

Storage areas on these Motherships include huge spaces for very 
large replacement parts not easily created by the Ship's holographic 
capabilities. These storage lockers are often up to several miles in 
length. Here are stored large items used to repair the propulsion 
system and maintain the various life support networks. 

Also stored here are the special parts needed for the Navigation 
System and for the main Artificial Intelligence Computer Network. 
The cores of these enormous computer systems are often tens of 
miles in length! Moving these parts around is done by large robots 
attached to the various storage facilities. 

These robots are controlled by Repair Androids whose skill in 
completing these difficult tasks is quite remarkable. (Feb. 21, 2006.) 

Aboard the Mothership, there are many sources of entertainment 
and many ways to relax. Special Lounges on each deck of the Ship 
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interface with you, providing holographic destinations, group 
interactive creations (similar to interactive movies) or direct 
communications with your home-world family. These Lounges are 
also the locations for parties, social gatherings and group rituals. 

A huge number of meeting rooms are also available, where 
educational events or introductory courses in many different areas 
of learning can take place. Education will be a large part of your 
life. Because your search for knowledge did not end with your 
formal, specialized schooling, a vast, interactive Library, 
encompassing every discipline, is available for the pleasure of each 
Crew Member. 

Every area of the Mothership is organized accordingly. Motherships 
are set up to be modular. Only the Cargo space and Command 
sections are functionally specific. The rest are meant to be arranged 
according to need. Another advantage of this interactive capability is 
that each Crew Member can create his or her own home 
compartment. 

Each compartment is spacious, with a dining room, relaxation and 
entertainment room, study room and bathroom. Each possesses a 
matter creation/disposal device, where clothes, food or other 
necessaries can be produced or disposed of. The Mothership's ability 
to redesign itself is crucial to its ever-changing mission. Since each 
Science and Exploration mission is unique, the Mothership can 
transfigure herself, instantly, to any new assignment. 

As Guests aboard our Motherships, you will also notice that each 
aspect of the Ship is user-friendly. If you need to know something, 
the Ship will provide it. There is an instant transportation system 
throughout the Ship and matter-creation devices, as well. 

A full complement of trained robotic and holographic virtual-
educator Guides are also ready to assist you. They will enhance your 
understanding of the Ship's operation and give recommendations on 
the best use of its many resources. 
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Interstellar Motherships in the Galactic Federation of Light's Fleets 
are enormous - from tens to thousands of miles in diameter. 
Although normally, we use our Light Bodies to move from one distant 
point to another, remember that several types of transportation 
devices are available that can be used, as needed, to move the 
individual to her/his next destination. (Jan. 7, 2003.) 

(Continued in Part 3, tomorrow.) 
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Chapter 3 

October 13, 2019 

Scout Craft  
 
We have carefully observed this Cabal's continuous attempts to 
foment atrocities as depraved as that which they committed some 
six months ago [9/11]. On numerous occasions, Galactic Federation 
of Light Liaisons, Scout Craft and even atmospheric Command Ships 
have had to intervene to prevent similar acts from occurring. (March 
19, 2002.) 

Motherships and their various Scout Ships maintain a highly 
interfaced communications grid. These missions are also monitored 
at many of Earth's subterranean Bases, allowing us to know, at each 
instance, the locations of our Ships and what they have discovered. 
This data is used either to modify certain Missions in progress, or to 
obtain immediate feedback and analysis of ongoing events. 

Each Crew member is very relaxed yet matter-of-fact during these 
Missions. Their success is marked by the operation's completion and 
the return to base - their Mothership. (Jan. 7, 2003.) 

In Four Rings 
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Many of you may wonder how we have set up our various Fleets 
within your Solar System. You may also have asked yourselves how 
each Fleet's functions interrelate. To begin with, our Fleets are 
positioned in three major Rings. The First Ring surrounds Mother 
Earth and her artificial companion, your Moon. 

This Fleet contains over one million Space Ships, most of which are 
small, unarmed Scout and Transport Craft. Their task is to observe 
you and your world, to oversee Fleet operations and to transport 
certain types of supplies that cannot be teleported to our Bases. 

Our Bases, located beneath all of your continents, oceans and seas, 
are linked to a vast array of Crystal Cities and communities that 
comprise Inner Earth. 

Yet another group of Bases is to be found on your Moon, which 
contains a huge network of Command and Research facilities. These 
Stations provide the means for us to monitor your Secret 
Government's collection of space, time and inter-dimensional 
weaponry. Their weaponry pose no serious threat to us. 

Surrounding this First, or Inner Ring are several spokes that consist 
of a number of special Liaison and Defense Fleets. Their purpose is, 
first, to supervise and, then, to take effective countermeasures 
whenever necessary. 

Our purpose is to refuse your Secret Government continued use of 
any weaponry that may pose a threat to our Earthly Allies. We have 
set up interplanetary 'Stations' to close any Inter-dimensional 
Stargates and to carefully monitor any artificially created distortions 
in Time's natural waves. 

Here, bear in mind that Sequential Time is actually a construct 
created by its inhabitants' collective physical requirements within 
the dictates of the overall Divine Plan. In this, natural patterns 
occur in the way Time and Light coalesce to form 'space' - the stuff 
that produces realities. 

Dark, limited-conscious societies have used these natural patterns to 
construct fearsome weapons that alter realities, mutate the 
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Vibrational Dimensions and warp or constrict the flow of your 
Sequential Time. Your Secret Government has co-opted the work of 
many of your inventors and scientists, and merged it with a number 
of the Dark Off-World technologies. (June 25, 2002.) 

(Continued in Part 4, tomorrow.) 
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Chapter 4 

October 14, 2019 

In Four Rings (Continued) 

The Second Ring of Fleet components is headquartered on Mars. 
These support groups consist mainly of sentient Beings who are not 
Human in form. Many of them will be introduced to you soon after 
the beginning of the "First Contact." 

Others will wait until you are restored to "Full Consciousness." Within 
this second series of the Fleet are included some small, planetoid-
sized Motherships, whose purpose is to augment the research and 
observations being done by the innermost ring of ships. 

They also have a number of tasks involving watching over the 
weaponry and technology that, in the course of the past decades, 
has been given by the Forces of Darkness to your Secret 
Government. 

Most of this technology was supplied by the off-world former 
Anchara Alliance Star-Nations, Star Leagues and Star Empires whose 
ships are also to be found here now cooperating with the Forces of 
Light. 
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On Mars, a network of underground and surface Bases acts as the 
'Control and Command' segment of this exceedingly diverse Fleet. 
These Galactic Federation personnel are also busily preparing Mother 
Mars for your arrival en masse, after your journey to full 
consciousness is completed. 

Between the Second and Third Rings are a large number of special, 
planet-sized Command Ships from our Science and Exploration (S&E) 
Fleets. They will serve as the Command Ships for this First Contact 
Mission. Standard procedure is to cloak these ships and keep them 
away from the prying eye of your many space telescopes. Their aim, 
essentially, is trying to find us. 

From time to time, we very briefly uncloak some of these 
Motherships in order to show your Secret Government that we are 
still here and do not intend to go away. We know that infrequent 
sightings of these Ships by your astronomers go unreported. They 
fear reprisal, either by their peers or by those who give them their 
grants. 

Your Secret Government fears these Ships the most because they 
fully realize the capability of such a fleet and the insignificance of 
any response they themselves could mount. Here, we must repeat 
that we are benevolent and operating under the full supervision of 
Heaven. 

The Outermost Ring of our vast Fleet is, by far, the largest. It 
contains millions of immensely varied ships, ranging from 
Motherships the size of large ocean liners to those nearly the size of 
Neptune or Uranus. 

These Motherships are simply our final back-up, serving as 
components that will enter the Second Ring only when necessary. 
They proclaim to all potential adversaries that Mother Earth and 
your Solar System are clearly experiencing a transformation that no 
Being, corporeal or non-corporeal in form, can prevent. 

Within this Ring are the main Transport Stations that lead back to 
our vast profusion of Home-Worlds. Here, as well, are to be found 
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the traffic coordinators for this immense Fleet of Space Ships. They 
serve to move all Ships between these Rings and back into 
Interstellar or Intergalactic Space. (June 25, 2002.) 

First Ring Limited to Humans 

Our fleet continues to rotate. At present, we have limited the inner 
ring around Earth to the ships of human star nations. (Sept. 2, 2008.) 

(Continued in Part 5, tomorrow.) 
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Chapter 5 

October 15, 2019 

 

Lenticular cloud, probably masking a Mothership

First Ring: Science Ships 

Let us take you on a brief tour of our Inner Ring of Fleet Command 
Ships. The Command Ships that are mainly responsible for 
coordinating all scientific observations of your precious Planet are 
two Andromedan Motherships, which are invisibly cloaked and in 
geosynchronous orbit above your Planet, one over the Western 
hemisphere, the other over the Eastern. 

Both Motherships are noted veterans of thousands of other First 
Contact Missions. Each is over 3,000 miles (4800 kilometers) long, 
and has a crew drawn from over forty Galactic Human Star Nations. 

The two top Commanders are famous Andromedan scientists. A 
number of Pleiadean and Sirian scientists act as their direct 
subordinates. There is also a specialized Command Staff whose job it 
is to evaluate all incoming data. 
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The Mothership's main hull is oblong in shape, with six smaller, 
secondary hulls of various sizes attached to it by a series of tube-
shaped pylons. The main living quarters, recreational areas, and 
command sections are located in the primary hull.  

Each of the secondary hulls is given over to a different science, such 
as geology, oceanography, and atmospheric sciences. Each subset 
within these various disciplines is assigned a specific area of the 
Planet for observation. 

These groups are all interlinked by Liaison Teams who gather and 
evaluate all data received from the on-site observations of hundreds 
of thousands of Scout Ships. These are crewed by Pilots and 
Navigators from the Mothership and anywhere from three to five 
Scientists, each with a separate assignment. 

Each Scout Ship observes and reports back on a distinct section of 
the Planet's surface and interior, and as their flight-paths are 
designed to dovetail, the result is a holistic 'map' of Mother Earth 
that is updated every five minutes. 

The Commanders of these two Motherships coordinate the Earth 
Science Mission, which in turn is in constant contact with the main 
First Contact Command Staff located in the subterranean Base 
known as Mars Headquarters. All relevant data on the changes 
occurring to Mother Earth are stored here. 

This database is available to the two other contingents of the First 
Contact Mission: the Galactic Federation Earth-based Medical Teams 
and the Defense sector of the Fleet. Since alterations to Mother 
Earth affect you, it is essential that our Medical Teams be kept up to 
date on even the minutest changes. 

These changes to Mother Earth are likewise mirrored by your Sun, so 
a Team specializing in Solar Dynamics is assigned to monitor your 
Sun. The Earth-Sun interactions are the focal point for the changes 
taking place in your mental, emotional, and physical bodies. 
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As the Earth's geomagnetic and gravitational fields alter, your own 
electrical and magnetic fields similarly fluctuate. Your changes are 
thus calibrated to the rate of change of the Planet. (April 13, 2004.) 

(Continued in Part 6, tomorrow.) 
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Chapter 6 

October 16, 2019 

 Stephen Spielberg's vision 

First Ring: Medical Ships 
 
The Medical Teams are headquartered on three Motherships, 
one each from Arcturus, Andromeda, and the Pleiades. 
These are cloaked and stationed near the Moon. 

Each Mothership and its medical group contain a number of 
distinguished healers from this Galaxy who are acting as the 
principal overseers for your Medical Teams. 

Each Team is assigned from 200 to 250 individuals and is 
responsible for helping your Angelic Body Guardians in the 
task of transforming you into a Fully Conscious Being. Each 
of you has both collective and personal thought-forms that 
need to be transformed, so that increasing amounts of your 
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Light Body can be integrated into your Physical, Mental, and 
Emotional Bodies. 

The major Ship of these three is the Arcturian, which is 
nearly 10,000 miles (160,000 kilometers) in length. It is 
almost cigar-shaped and houses the main Medical Training 
facilities for the Fleet. This Mothership is well-known for 
having been assigned this role for over thirty years. (April 
13, 2004.) 

First Ring: Defence Ships 

The Fleet's Defense Sector commands a strong presence in a 
near-Earth orbit. Twenty-four Defense Motherships, 
stationed within Earth's atmosphere, monitor all Earth-based 
military operations. This data is fed directly to Mars 
Headquarters and to our Earth Allies. 

The Defense Command Mothership, the size of a small 
planet, is Sirian and is invisibly cloaked and positioned in 
front of the Planet Uranus. It is the main Command Ship for 
all Defense Forces in this Sector of the Galaxy. 

The back-up Headquarters for the First Contact Mission is 
located on this Mothership. In addition, all decrees 
concerning this Mission, from either the main Galactic 
Federation Headquarters or from this Region's Federation 
Council, as well as all instructions to the Fleet regarding 
"First Contact," originate here. 

This is intended to prevent any potential interference from 
your last dark Cabal and to ensure that the Mars Station is 
properly protected. (April 13, 2004.) 

(Continued in Part 7, tomorrow.)  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Chapter 7 

October 17, 2019 

 

 More lenticular clouds, cloaking spaceships  

Surrounding the First Ring  
 
Surrounding this First, or Inner Ring are several spokes that consist 
of a number of special Liaison and Defense Fleets. Their purpose is, 
first, to supervise and, then, to take effective countermeasures 
whenever necessary. 

Our purpose is to refuse your Secret Government continued use of 
any weaponry that may pose a threat to our Earthly Allies. We have 
set up interplanetary 'Stations' to close any Inter-dimensional 
Stargates and to carefully monitor any artificially created distortions 
in Time's natural waves. 

Here, bear in mind that Sequential Time is actually a construct 
created by its inhabitants' collective physical requirements within 
the dictates of the overall Divine Plan. In this, natural patterns 
occur in the way Time and Light coalesce to form 'space' - the stuff 
that produces realities. Dark, limited-conscious societies have used 
these natural patterns to construct fearsome weapons that alter 
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realities, mutate the Vibrational Dimensions and warp or constrict 
the flow of your Sequential Time. 

Your Secret Government has co-opted the work of many of your 
inventors and scientists, and merged it with a number of the Dark 
Off-World technologies. (June 25, 2002.) 

Second Ring: Non-Human Support Groups 
 
The Second Ring of Fleet components is headquartered on Mars. 
These support groups consist mainly of sentient Beings who are not 
Human in form. Many of them will be introduced to you soon after 
the beginning of the "First Contact". Others will wait until you are 
restored to "Full Consciousness". 

Within this second series of the Fleet are included some small, 
planetoid-sized Motherships, whose purpose is to augment the 
research and observations being done by the innermost ring of ships. 
They also have a number of tasks involving watching over the 
weaponry and technology that, in the course of the past decades, 
has been given by the Forces of Darkness to your Secret 
Government. 

Most of this technology was supplied by the off-world former 
Anchara Alliance Star-Nations, Star Leagues and Star Empires whose 
ships are also to be found here now cooperating with the Forces of 
Light. 

On Mars, a network of underground and surface Bases acts as the 
'Control and Command' segment of this exceedingly diverse Fleet. 
These Galactic Federation personnel are also busily preparing Mother 
Mars for your arrival en masse, after your journey to full 
consciousness is completed. (June 25, 2002.) 
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Chapter 8 

October 18, 2019  

Between Second and Third Rings: First-Contact Command Ships 
 
Between the Second and Third Rings are a large number of special, 
planet-sized Command Ships from our Science and Exploration (S&E) 
Fleets. They will serve as the Command Ships for this First Contact 
Mission. Standard procedure is to cloak these ships and keep them 
away from the prying eye of your many space telescopes. Their aim, 
essentially, is trying to find us. 

From time to time, we very briefly uncloak some of these 
Motherships in order to show your Secret Government that we are 
still here and do not intend to go away. We know that infrequent 
sightings of these Ships by your astronomers go unreported. They 
fear reprisal, either by their peers or by those who give them their 
grants. 

Your Secret Government fears these Ships the most because they 
fully realize the capability of such a fleet and the insignificance of 
any response they themselves could mount. Here, we must repeat 
that we are benevolent and operating under the full supervision of 
Heaven. (June 25, 2002.) 
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Third Ring: Planet-Sized Backup Ships 

The Outermost Ring of our vast Fleet is, by far, the largest. It 
contains millions of immensely varied ships, ranging from 
Motherships the size of large ocean liners to those nearly the size of 
Neptune or Uranus. These Motherships are simply our final back-up, 
serving as components that will enter the Second Ring only when 
necessary. 

They proclaim to all potential adversaries that Mother Earth and 
your Solar System are clearly experiencing a transformation that no 
Being, corporeal or non-corporeal in form, can prevent. Within this 
Ring are the main Transport Stations that lead back to our vast 
profusion of Home-Worlds. Here, as well, are to be found the traffic 
coordinators for this immense Fleet of Space Ships. They serve to 
move all Ships between these Rings and back into Interstellar or 
Intergalactic Space. (June 25, 2002.) 

___________________________________________________ 

When have we been presented with such a detailed, channeled view 
of our star family's fleet? Thank you, Sheldan, for that timeless and 
precious information. 
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